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for the questions

Gnou-A
( Marks: 100 )

Answer Question No. 1 and ang three from the rest

1. Answer the following questions in brief

lanyfiue): . 8x5:4O

(a) Explain the process cif conjugation in
paramecium with its significance. 6+2:8

(b) What is polymorpkism? Describe
polymorphism in siphonophora. 2+6=8

(c) What do you tinderstand by alteration
of generations or digenetic life-cycle?
Explain the same grving the life history
of Fasciola trcpatiu. 2+6:8

(d) What is heteronereis phase? Explain
how do the individirals of this phase
differ from JVerers. 3+5:B
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(e) Write an account on the coxal glands of
scorpion with a neat diagram. 6+2=8

A Write about the structural peculiarities
'of Marsupial_s and Prototherials. 4+4:8

(g) Write four , striking features of
chordates. "All vertebrates are
chordates but all chordates are not
vertebrates." Explain the meaning of
this statement. 4+4:B

(h) What'is volant adaptation? Write a note
on primary volant adaptation of birds.

2+6=8

2. What is pearl? Describe the process of pearl
formation adding a note on its commercial
importance. 5+12+3:20

3. Give an account of different modes of
respiration in toad. 20

Write the characteristic features acquired by
bird for their aerial mode of life. 20

Describe the structure and working of the
mammalian heart. ,A.dd a note on its
automatic working. 8+$+4=29

Describe tlle cranial nerves of Scottodon with
special reference to their distribution. 20
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GROUP_B

( Marks: iOO )

Answer ang five questions
4

What is ecosystem? How an ecosystem is

able to maintain a relatively stable state of

equilibrium? Explain the biotic components

of an ecosystem. ' 2+6+12=20

Define water pollution. What types of

pollutanls are present in community waste

waters and in industrial effluents? Write

about the control of water pollution. 
2+12+6:20 |

With the help of diagrammatic presentation,

describe succession of kidney in vertebrates.
6+I4=2O

10. Describe the requirements and mqior steps

of the sericulture industrSr. Specifl": 1i1s

culture method of eri wo{m. 10+10=20

11' Give an account of the rhorphologr and life
history of lac insect. Write about the

economical importance of lac culture.
8+$+4=29
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L2. Write short notes on the following (any four) :

5x4-20
(a) Ecological pSrramids

(b) kaziranga National park
, :j:

(c) Induced breeding

(d) Muga culture

(e) Desert adaptation

A Pelvic girdie in tetrapods
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